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The conventional approach to skills is to assume a deficit among the population. A shortage of skills – a 'skills gap' - is frequently linked to a 'productivity gap'. Yet another side of the debate about skills is to examine the nature of the employer demand for skills and how employers use skills within workplaces. Business strategy influences demand for skills. This report examines the links between a firm’s business strategy (the term ‘product market strategy’ or PMS for short is used) and its likely consequences in terms of the demand for skills.

PMS refers to the way that a business positions itself within a particular product or service market in order to achieve a competitive advantage. Research has established a statistical link between a firm’s PMS and its demand for skills. Firms whose PMS involves creating high quality, bespoke goods and services are more likely to need a workforce with highly developed skills, and in consequence, there are clear business reasons for developing the skills of workforces. Firms producing high-volume, basic goods and services are more likely to require lower skills, and the people are likely to need little training and are more interchangeable. The costs of skills development will thus also be lower. An organisation’s PMS therefore shapes how it manages the skills of its workforce. Even within the same sector businesses have highly varied approaches to PMS. This suggests a firm's PMS is unlikely to be determined only by external factors, but also involves strategic decisions made by the organisation’s management.

Using UKCES methodology, the research finds employers in the Greater Manchester city region pursue 'low cost, low value, low skill' business models to a greater extent than is the norm in the UK. Some 21% of Greater Manchester businesses have ‘low or very low specification product market strategies’ compared with 18% in the UK as a whole (the measure of product market strategy includes survey responses to questions on levels of innovation, price sensitivity, customisation of goods and services and other features of competitive strategy). The exception is in innovation, where Greater Manchester businesses appear to 'take the lead' more than the national average.

This evidence indicates that, as well as lower skill levels overall, a contributory factor to Greater Manchester’s labour market issues (including pay and productivity) may be the strategies of employers, which imply lower aggregate demand for skills than in some (but not all) city regions.

Interviews with Greater Manchester employers suggest scepticism that HR management practices (and skills utilization and development within them) can themselves have significant effects on business performance. Skills were often seen as a second or third order consideration.
• Employers believe that improvements in skills supply would best enable productivity advances, and that these typically flow from new technology being introduced into workplaces. In the view of employers upgrading the technology typically implies an upgrading of the skill levels of the workforce.

• The research was carried out as part of a wider project on low pay in Greater Manchester.
1 Introduction

1.1 Commentators have observed the reason the British employment rate has proved resilient in the face of a recession and a low-growth recovery is that the ‘people are cheap’\(^1\). The cheap people thesis has important economic ramifications, quite apart from limiting unemployment following a downturn. The availability of people willing to work at low rates of pay may reduce the incentive for firms to invest in new technology; in turn, that may hold back the prospects for productivity increases.

1.2 Alternatively, competing on the basis of low cost goods and services, delivered through low-wage, low-skilled labour may be a viable competitive strategy for firms to pursue, not merely as a short-term reaction to economic uncertainty, but as a longer term business model. If sufficient profits can be made from selling high volume, but poor quality goods and services, why move upmarket? This type of strategy, sometimes called simply ‘the low road’, is likely to imply a low skilled workforce is perfectly adequate.

1.3 Here, then, is a possible explanation of the UK’s perceived skills problem: skills gaps may not reflect the poor stock of skills in a local population, but the preferences of businesses for how they compete: demand rather than supply.

1.4 There is general acknowledgement that the UK generates substantial numbers of low wage and low skilled jobs relative to other competitive nations in the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD). The proportion of these jobs has even increased slightly in the last decade. Understanding why this is the case, however, remains relatively limited.

1.5 This paper seeks to investigate one particular strand of the debate about low skilled work by exploring the relationship between business models (or ‘product market strategy’) and human resource strategy as it relates to the demand for and use of skills.

1.6 To do so the paper draws on three research approaches. First, we use a literature review of recent research on the relationship between how firms seek to compete and their approach to workforce strategy (which includes skills issues). Second, we undertake a secondary analysis of data from the 2013 Employer Skills Survey held by the UKCES to examine whether Greater Manchester has a higher incidence of ‘low road’ business models relative to a small selection of other comparable cities and the country as a whole. To do so we examine six indicators of product market strategy that indicate how city regions compete. And thirdly, a series of semi-structured interviews with employers in private, public and voluntary sectors in Greater Manchester have been used to add depth, insight and context. A final section concludes and highlights policy implications.

1.7 Although we follow other writers in using the term ‘product market strategy’ (PMS), the market for low-skill, low-wage work obviously does not have to have a product.

---

\(^1\) See, for example, Bargain Basement, The Economist, March 14th 2015
Indeed, due to the concentration of low-wage work in the private service sector, what is more often being referred to is often really ‘service market strategy’. For the sake of brevity, the abbreviation PMS covers all sectors.
2 Product Market Strategies and Skills

Product Market Strategies (PMS)

2.1 The analysis of product market strategies (PMS) can broadly be separated into two dominant traditions, which diverge on the degree to which business models are externally conditioned or internally chosen within a firm or organisation.

2.2 One tradition flows from economics and management literature and positions PMS as the outcome of rational choices made by a firm’s senior management about the type of market the firm seeks to compete in. In general, this tradition pays little, if any, attention to issues such as skill. Early management studies of business models had no place for skills in their frameworks and even in more recent times, skill is sometimes spoken of as a ‘third or fourth order priority’ for business leaders more concerned with issues such as profitability, efficiency, investment, shareholder value, and staff and financial turnover.

2.3 However, human resources theorists, in particular those who advance the so-called ‘resource-based view of the firm’, have supplemented the broad approach by noting that skill levels are (or can be) a vital element in how a firm could choose to compete. In this view, although firms within a single sector all share the same technology, abide by the same regulations and have investors to satisfy, their competitive advantage is seen to stem from their ability to develop unique capabilities, which depends on human capacities. In the ubiquitous jargon, ‘people make the difference’. The point perhaps has a particular resonance in the more knowledge intensive sectors of the economy, where the perceived contacts and bankability of ‘the talent’ or ‘the stars’ is reckoned to have potentially market-moving effects.

2.4 The second perspective is drawn from sociological literature on the ‘varieties of capitalism’ in which business models are shaped by external institutional conditions. An organisation’s skill strategy is therefore a product of these external factors and there is relatively little scope for employer autonomy and decision making. In this tradition, the ‘social market’ economies of northern European and Scandinavian countries involving workforce participation and consultation are sometimes contrasted with the more ‘liberal market’ models of the US, UK and Ireland, in which low levels of regulation, taxation and workforce involvement are dominant.

---

2.5 A possible challenge to this approach is the commonsense observation (confirmed by research\textsuperscript{5}) that there are the many examples of firms inhabiting the same industry, country, and indeed sectoral niche, but which nevertheless adopt very different strategies. It is hard to account for these differences if strategy is externally conditioned.

2.6 One way round this dichotomy is to understand PMS as an attempt to encompass and acknowledge both the internal and external influences on a firm’s strategy and the role of skills within it. For example, Geoff Mason, a prominent skills academic, has argued that PMS choices within firms reflect their decision-makers’ evaluations of external market opportunities and how best to exploit them.\textsuperscript{6}

2.7 Although the distinction may sound academic, establishing the roots of PMS has relevance for policymakers. If the analysis identifies internal processes, then this will be where policy interventions need to focus. For example, influencing senior managers’ choices through evidence, persuasion and networking. If the focus is on external factors then this is where to look to shape employer strategies, for example through regulation.

2.8 So what is the relationship between PMS and skills? A series of studies undertaken by Geoff Mason has established that there is a firm statistical link between PMS (as measured by a series of survey indicators) and the stock of skill levels in a workforce (proxied by qualifications). “All else being equal, high (low) workforce skill levels are positively associated with high (low) value added product strategies.”\textsuperscript{7}

2.9 Mason’s series of studies which use data from the Employers Skills Survey across a number of years have developed this correlation to make several interlinked points:

- PMS is typically extremely diverse even within the same industry, but also between industries.
- Firms that are part of larger groups that create high-value, skill-intensive products found moving upmarket in response to competition led to disproportionately large increases in employers’ demand for skills.
- Firms that relied on low-value added product market strategies found that upgrading their skills had relatively modest impact.
- High specification PMS tended to be linked to exposure to international competition.
- The type of market and company size both related to PMS.

\textsuperscript{5} Cappelli, P. and Crocker-Hefter, A. Distinctive Human Resources Are Firms’ Core Competencies, Organizational Dynamics, Winter, 1996, 7-22
\textsuperscript{6} Mason, G. In Search of High Value Added Production: How Important are Skills?’, DfES Research, Report RR.663(2005)
• The direction of causation went from PMS to skills strategy.

2.10 Other studies have added some additional details to this picture. Dench et al. studied 13 companies in food manufacturing and found PMS were constantly being modified in response to evolving market conditions. In addition, a new factor was found to be important in shaping PMS: the role of technology. The nature of the product determined the technology used, and this in turn was responsible for the level of employee skills. In other words, the deciding factor was PMS, but the determination and introduction of strategy was mediated by the type of technology in a workplace.

2.11 However, other research has downplayed this connection. A study on the food industry found only tenuous connections between PMS and skills. Many employers, especially those in a relatively weak market position, had little interest in the skills of the workforce, echoing the earlier point that skills are often a low business concern. Among firms in a better market position, some saw competitive advantage in the skills of the workforce, but fundamentally market strength depended on the product. With broadly similar production technologies, employees may be adequately trained, but skills were not central to competitive advantage: it was the product above all else.

2.12 According to the management academics David Ashton and Johnny Sung, one way to reconcile these findings is to consider business strategy as being made up of two components, PMS and competitive strategy. PMS is concerned with the type of market a firm operates in (for example, high or low value-added). Competitive strategy examines how the company will seek competitive advantage within that market (e.g. through quality or lowest cost). If the focus is on lower cost, the skill content of the product or service is likely to be reduced. Where it is concerned with quality then competitive differentiation depends to a greater extent on skill levels. The skill requirements are mediated through ‘technical relations’, but also through ‘inter-personal relations’. Ashton and Sung describe a ‘technical relation’ in this way:

“If the firm wishes to produce high volumes of a standardized product or service, it will opt for a form of mass production technology or a call centre type of technology (or its equivalent in the service sector). If the firm decides to produce complex products or services, it will opt for a system of small batch or one-off craft production tailored to customer requirements at the differentiated end of the technical relations.”

2.13 An ‘interpersonal relation’ determines the way that human labour is organised within the production process. “At one end of the spectrum (people focused) they include most of those human relations practices we refer to as high performance working

practices (HPWPs – more detail about this is set out below) that are used to create people oriented skills, such as the problem solving, innovation and communications skills associated with the delivery of customized solutions...At the other end of the spectrum, management practices may be geared toward the creation and use of task oriented skills, for example the simple repetitive skills associated with assembly lines or call centres.”

2.14 Although Mason’s earlier work established that the direction of causation went from PMS to skill, some of his more recent work (with Susannah Constable) has served to finesse this finding. The study again confirmed the interdependence of PMS and skills – especially in firms serving national and international markets rather than those serving local or regional ones; a relatively small move upmarket by a firm had far larger impact on the skills needed. The scale of the difference was also emphasised: establishments serving the upper quartiles of markets had mean skill levels between level 3 and level 4; the mean skill level of firms outside the top quartile were below level 3.

2.15 But Mason and Constable also discovered reverse causation in operation. The ability to move upmarket in reaction to changes in PMS was influenced by skills: “High current levels of skills contribute positively to the development of high-end product strategies...“When firms encounter opportunities for moving into high value-added product areas, their ability to respond to these opportunities (and indeed to identify their potential in the first place) will be partly shaped by the firm-specific resources and capabilities (including skills) which they have accumulated over time. At the same time, shifting to more complex and demanding product strategies is likely to increase the skills required by firms.”

Skills Utilisation

2.16 How skills are used at work is critical in the skills debate, but it tends to get overlooked due to the singular focus on skills supply in policymaking. The UKCES, the government’s skills advisory body, notes that the UK’s ‘skills problem’ “lies largely on the demand side”. “The relatively low level of skills in the UK; the limited extent of skill shortages; the potentially relatively low demand for skills relative to their supply taken together, imply a demand side weakness. The UK has too few high performance workplaces, too few employers producing high quality goods and services, too few businesses in high value added sectors. This means that in order to build an internationally competitive economy, the future employment and skills

---

11 Ibid, p12
13 Ibid, p67
14 Ibid
15 UKCES, Ambition 2020: World Class Skills and Jobs for the UK, UKCES, p10
system will need to invest as much effort on raising employer ambition, on stimulating demand, as it does on enhancing skills supply.”

2.17 This raises the question of what is meant by ‘good’ skills utilization. According to Ashton and Sung, effective skills utilisation can be defined as: “confident, motivated and relevantly skilled individuals who are aware of the skills they possess and know how best to use them in the workplace... working in workplaces that provide meaningful and appropriate encouragement, opportunity and support for employees to use their skills effectively in order to increase performance and productivity, improve job satisfaction and employee wellbeing and stimulate investment, enterprise and innovation.”

2.18 In a local economic development context, interest in skills utilization issues is sometimes noted, but frequently downplayed. For understandable reasons, local authorities and Local Enterprise Partnerships typically focus on boosting skills supply and highlighting gaps in qualification levels in a population in a particular area relative to another as something they can realistically ‘do’ to help improve productivity. Government departments and other policymakers have been heavily influenced by theories such as human capital theory, endogenous growth theory and skills-biased technological change, which converge on the notion that skill levels (almost universally proxied by qualifications) drive different productivity outcomes, and this has fed through into policy statements, such as on the ‘five drivers of productivity’. The evidence on this score is strongest at the national level using comparisons of national level datasets. There is also some evidence at a regional level, as well, especially at higher skill levels (level 4 plus). Yet these drivers are far from being iron economic laws and are prone to revision. Prior to the five drivers there were the ‘16 key levers’ of productivity. More recently, the Treasury’s productivity plan focuses on eight headings in its ‘framework for raising productivity’.

2.19 Yet the unproven contention at the heart of this approach is whether, at the level of an individual firm, simply improving skills alters the nature of the work and with it the potential productivity of the workforce and the ability to move upmarket. Here, at firm level, the relationship between skills supply and productivity needs probing in greater depth. Transposing theories on skills and productivity that operate at national level to the level of the individual and the individual firm needs careful treatment. From the earliest economic models, starting with Adam Smith’s famous case of the pin making factory, research has demonstrated that technology can be used in various ways around human capability, not only to replace human labour with machine ‘labour’, or to up-skill labour through the need for increasingly complex, cognitive operations, but to de-skill and to standardise as well.

---

16 ibid, p10
17 ibid, p9
18 Oguz, S. and Knight, J., Regional Economic Indicators, Economic and Labour Market Review, Office for National Statistics, February 2011
19 The eight are: skills and human capital, long-term investment, resurgent cities, flexible, fair markets, business investing for the long-term, economic infrastructure, ideas and knowledge, openness and competition and productive finance. See HM Treasury, Fixing the Foundations: Creating a More Prosperous Nation, Her Majesty’s Stationery Office, p7
2.20 Workplaces are constantly remaking skills requirements around technology, leading to both upskilling and de-skilling. Yet the models of theorists have perhaps been slow in keeping pace. In terms of de-skilling there is recent evidence emerging that companies are attempting to capture professional and technical know-how in software in both the service and manufacturing industries. This is enabling companies to standardise specialist knowledge previously held by technical and professional staff by embedding it in computer programmes. This means that they can employ lower skilled staff to do tasks previously performed by professional and technical personnel, thereby lowering skill levels and costs and changing industries' working practices and cultures. For example, in the legal services industry, paralegals can now accomplish routine legal tasks in back offices that used to be undertaken by fully trained solicitors who had to interact directly with clients. Therefore while technological changes can often lead to the upskilling of staff this is clearly not always the case.

2.21 As Ewart Keep, Ken Mayhew and Jonathan Payne have noted, recent decades have seen dramatic changes in the UK population's skill levels, in particular a swift increase in Level 4 plus skills and a corresponding reduction in people without qualifications. Yet productivity has not undergone a parallel performance transformation:

“Given the unprecedented increase in the supply of qualified labour within the English labour market, and given the stress laid within official policy on the role of skills in boosting productivity, it might be expected that we would have witnessed a major increase in productivity growth. In reality, productivity growth has remained steady.”

2.22 Such findings highlight subtlety is needed in unravelling the relationship between skills and productivity. Could it be, for example, that the connection is less universal than sometimes imagined and is sectorally conditioned?

High Performance Work Organisation

2.23 A popular model for conceptualising how skills operate in the workplace is the High Performance Working model (HPW). According to this theory, skills are mediated by management practices. In order to enable ‘talent’ to flourish, senior management needs to develop effective practices around how people are managed and led, and their work is conceptualised and organised.

2.24 Differences exist within and between models of HPW, but most revolve around the importance of a clear and consistent sense of organisational purpose to inspire employees. This purpose is complemented by appropriate human resource management and development practices. Typically these practices include job

---

content, work autonomy, workplace environment including regular two-way communication between employees and management, flexible working, training opportunities, fair treatment and support in coping with pressures outside the workplace, notably caring responsibilities. In essence, these practices are aimed at providing employees with the ability, motivation and opportunity (sometimes abbreviated to AMO) to work effectively. Individual HR practices are considered important not only in themselves but also when combined as mutually reinforcing ‘bundles’ of practices.

2.25 The UKCES defines HPW as “a general approach to managing organisations that aims to stimulate more effective employee involvement and commitment to achieve high levels of performance”.22

2.26 How widespread is the use of such practices in British workplaces? The Workplace Employment Relations Survey (WERS) series of national surveys suggests that in general many practices linked with the High Involvement Management (HIM) model (a close relative to the HPW model) have slowly become more common, albeit in an uneven way. Even so, it is doubtful they amount to a wholesale adoption. In practice, employers are probably more inclined to pick individual practices rather than introduce wholesale the ‘bundles’ of mutually reinforcing practices which are most closely linked with successful implementation of the model.

2.27 The 2004 WERS noted that the diffusion of the HPW model had been ‘rather muted’23. By 2011 WERS found that the percentage of workplaces providing induction training to new recruits increased from 78% to 82% between 2004 and 2011. But there was no increase in the number providing on-the-job training to experienced employees, with one-in-five workplaces providing no training to these employees at all. During the same period there was also no general increase in the provision of flexible working practices. Indeed, the proportion of workplace managers who consider balancing work and family responsibilities as down to individual employees rather than the organisation increased from 56% to 71%.

2.28 There are several reasons why take up of HPW practices has been slow in the UK. John Philpott has argued the relatively low take up of HPW amounts to something of an ‘implementation gap’ that has arisen because of a number of factors, including ignorance, inertia, inadequacy and impediment (for example, lack of necessary skills or existence of regulations that inhibit HPW).24

2.29 In its assessment the UKCES conducted a survey of 13,000 employers and found that just under a third of employers could be considered ‘high performance work organisations’25. However, as the commission pointed out, measurement is

---

22 Stone, I., International Approaches to High Performance Working, UKCES, Evidence Report 37, September 2011
25 UKCES, Skills for the Workplace: Employer Perspectives, Evidence Report 1, 2008
hampered by a lack of agreed definitions. If its judgement is correct, the vast majority of employers in the UK do not pursue strategies that necessitate workforce organisation approaches that seek to motivate and get the best out of people. This could be read either as a huge untapped opportunity for boosting productivity or as a reflection of the previous point that skills and workforce organisation issues are not a priority among employers and their role is too easily overstated.

2.30 Yet critiques of high performance work literature have also looked to more fundamental objections than lack of take-up. Both the quality of the social science on which it is founded and the nature of the benefits promised have been examined\(^\text{26}\). In practice, HPW is unlikely to be an easy win for advocates of the role of people and skills within organisations.

Management Practice

2.31 A further element of the debate in how skills are deployed at work relates to the ability of managers to use enhanced skills and to their willingness to rethink productive processes.

2.32 Research has shown management inertia about HR practices, with reluctance to accept evidence around high-performance working practices, let alone act on it. In turn, one of the aspects that may lie behind this resistance has been management skill. A recent Department for Business, Innovation and Skills research report highlighted that, among small and medium-sized UK firms, knowledge of management skills is under-developed and there is a ‘long tail’ of firms acting in ignorance of management best practice\(^\text{27}\).

2.33 Research has suggested that managers in the UK are relatively under-qualified relative to others and lack skills regarding change management in organisations. The proportion of UK managers with degrees tends to be lower than among our major competitors. In addition the existing job roles of UK managers do not provide the opportunity to develop the leadership skills required to implement change.

2.34 One study led by Nick Bloom and John Van Reenan investigated 732 medium sized firms and found that managerial practice was strongly associated with firm-level productivity\(^\text{28}\). American firms were typically better managed than European firms and there was a very long tail of very poorly managed firms.

2.35 In their study of the capabilities of UK managers, Penny Tamkin and colleagues found UK companies were less advanced at linking HR and business strategies,


\(^{27}\) The research covers leadership, organisation, strategy, entrepreneurship, human resource management, turnover, productivity and growth in 250 UK SMEs. See Department for Business, Innovation and Skills, Leadership and Management Skills in SMEs: Measuring Associations with Management Practices and Performance, Research Paper 211, DBIS, March 2015

and at convincing line managers that management development is taken seriously, all of which have been linked to performance\(^\text{29}\).

2.36 According to one study, antipathy to organisational change around how to lead and manage workforces is deeply embedded in the mental models and mindsets of the UK’s directors and senior managers. Researching the commercial cleaning industry, the authors found firms whose directors were aware of the possibility of moving from the delivery of low value-added to higher value-added activities – for example, from simply supplying cleaning services to planning and co-ordinating these activities and thus expanding the portfolio of services they delivered\(^\text{30}\). This was seen as an opportunity to move up-market and increase productivity and profitability. Yet the managers failed to respond to these opportunities. In the words of the study’s authors:

“… they remained imprisoned by their historic mental models and assumptions, constrained not only by their unwillingness or inability to think in new ways about what their relationship with and propositions to clients and indeed to staff – but also limited by historic and organisational arrangements (management styles and professionalism, staff capacities, organisational systems and cultures) – which seriously limited the capacity of the organisation and its staff to deliver anything other than low-cost, low-skill provision of conventional and limited cleaning services.”\(^\text{31}\)

2.37 These kinds of somewhat torpid managerial cultures around workforce skills indicate that simply building the evidence base and expecting employers to respond could be naïve.

\(^{29}\) See Tamkin P and Dervir, A, Strengthening the UK Evidence Base on Leadership and Management, Department of Trade and Industry, 2006

\(^{30}\) Storey, J. and Salaman, G. Business Models and their Implications for Skills, SKOPE Monograph No. 11, (2008) SKOPE

\(^{31}\) Ibid, p37
3 The Product Market Strategies of Employers in Greater Manchester

3.1 The analysis in this section of the report draws on the indicators of a company’s approach to PMS that have been developed by the UKCES in its Employer Skills Survey (ESS)\textsuperscript{32}. Measuring an organisation’s strategy is a question of judgement and subtlety and many aspects may not lend themselves easily to being captured in a survey. But the indicators (as developed by Geoff Mason in the studies described above) are seen to be as close to a standard approach to understanding PMS as is currently available.

3.2 There is no attempt here to track change over time, so the data only offers a static snapshot of the views of respondents in 2013. In any case, changes in question wording make this task complex. Further analysis by type of sector would yield greater insight into the patterns of variation. It is also worth noting that these are subjective responses to questions and understanding of the questions may vary.

3.3 The PMS indicators are based on respondents’ answers to questions which asked them to estimate where their establishment was positioned on different four or five point scales - as compared to other establishments in the same industries. The questions focussed on the following characteristics:

- The extent to which the establishment competed in a ‘premium quality’ product market as compared to a ‘standard or basic quality’ product market;
- The extent to which competitive success depended on price;
- The extent to which the establishment ‘tend(ed) to lead the way’ in the development of new products, materials or techniques;
- The extent to which they provided customised (one-off or low volume) products or services as compared to engaging in high volume or mass production; and
- The extent of accreditation for the Investors in People Standard (treated as a mark of organisations that endeavour to develop their workforces).

3.4 The results from these questions can be aggregated to form an overall PMS specification summary (see table 6 below), reflecting the general approach of businesses within different LEPs regarding how they position themselves around PMS.

3.5 The charts that follow show how Greater Manchester places on the particular questions against a selection of six other LEPs and the national average. Some response types have been aggregated, so, for example, firms which had ‘moderate’ levels of customisation have been grouped with those whose products and services are ‘very’ customised.

\textsuperscript{32} Data used in this section of the report is taken from the UKCES Employer Skills Survey 2013. It can be found at https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/employer-skills-survey-local-data
Customisation

3.6 The first chart below shows how businesses responded to the question on the degree of customisation in products and services. Some 19% of businesses in Greater Manchester said there was no or very little degree of difference to distinguish their products from others in the marketplace. This proportion was higher than the UK average (17%) and joint highest on this question with Leeds City Region. By contrast 49% of Greater Manchester employers said their products were highly customised, which is on the low side (the national average is 52%), but not as low as Liverpool City Region. In general, Greater Manchester employers appear to compete at the basic end of the customisation spectrum with low levels of differentiation in goods and services.

Figure 1: Description of Establishment's Business or Service in Terms of Degree of Customisation

Source: New Economy Analysis of Employer Skills Survey, 2013

Price Dependence

3.7 The chart below measures the price dependence of businesses. Price dependence reflects the degree to which a business sees itself as competing on the basis of lower costs than rivals, or whether its products or services can command higher prices, reflecting added value. The chart shows that in Greater Manchester just under a third (32%) of businesses felt that their products were price dependent, which is not as high as Liverpool or Sheffield (34%), but again higher than the national norm (29%). A quarter of businesses felt price was not a factor in how they market goods and services – 3 percentage points lower than the UK average.
Innovation

3.8 The ESS endeavours to measure perceptions of innovation through asking whether business leaders regard themselves as ‘leading the way’, ranking responses as to whether they ‘often’ or ‘rarely’ do so. Naturally, respondents may interpret this question slightly differently. On this question Greater Manchester employers responded that they felt they led the way more than the UK average. In Greater Manchester 38% of businesses felt that they often led the way, compared with 37% for the UK as a whole. Meanwhile, 32% of business felt they seldom lead the way in Greater Manchester compared with 31% nationally.

Source: New Economy Analysis of Employer Skills Survey, 2013
Standard Goods or Premium Products?

3.9 Whether the products and services sold are seen as high quality or more basic is a further reflection on PMS. The following question asked employers to rank whether they offer premium or more basic products. The Greater Manchester answers were on the low side compared with some other LEPs, but were in line with the results for the UK as a whole (13% said they offered standard goods and services in both Greater Manchester and the UK). As regards premium products, the percentage of firms responding that they targeted premium markets was slightly lower than the national norm, but not as low as several other northern LEPs, including Liverpool and Sheffield. In Greater Manchester 57% of firms offered premium products compared with 59% in the UK as a whole.
A final reflection of the approach to skills within the framework of PMS is the extent to which there is take-up of the Investors in People (IIP) scheme. IIP is a government-backed programme that aims to encourage and accredit good practice in people management and development. Greater Manchester endorsement of IIP appears to be above what is typical for the UK as a whole (19%), but some other LEPs had higher rates of firms which had the standard (such as Birmingham). Anecdotally, it was felt that take-up of IIP may have reduced due to the burdens of accreditation which companies felt were an expense that could be eliminated during the recession.

Source: New Economy Analysis of Employer Skills Survey, 2013
Summary PMS Index

3.11 Bringing these different measures together, it is possible to devise a PMS specification index and to measure the different LEPs accordingly, as UKCES does in the ESS. Overall, this finds that 42% of firms in Greater Manchester have a ‘high specification PMS’. This is a lower proportion than is typical for the UK as a whole (45%), but is not the lowest (Liverpool has the lowest proportion of firms targeting this high value market segment at 40%). At the other end of the spectrum, the proportion of firms with a low specification PMS was 21% - a figure which is high compared with other LEPs and with the UK as a whole (18%). Other LEPs which also had more than a fifth of their businesses targeting the lowest value segment of their respective markets were Sheffield and Liverpool.

3.12 Overall, the results point to Greater Manchester firms tending toward low cost, undifferentiated, basic products and services rather than at the higher value adding segments of the economy that can command higher prices. In short, they pursue low value business models more than the UK average. If the connection described earlier in the report between the approach to PMS and the demand for, and use of, skills is accurate, the results indicate the business base of the Greater Manchester city region is likely to have relatively weak demand for higher level skills. An important element within this - given the research outlined above - is the degree to which Greater Manchester firms serve national and international markets. International competition functions as an important driver of higher level skills.

Source: New Economy Analysis of Employer Skills Survey, 2013
Table 6: PMS Summary: The Overall Positioning of Firms in Selected LEP Areas

Source: New Economy Analysis of Employer Skills Survey, 2013
4 Employer Perspectives

4.1 This section of the report summarises the views of a small number of employers (eight from the private sector, one from the voluntary sector and one public sector) concerning the issues of PMS, high performance work practices, and the use of skills. The interviews took the form of a semi-structured questionnaire, but with questioning that focussed on developing a discussion rather than sticking to a rubric. Two of the interviewees came from manufacturing, but the majority were service-oriented organisations from retail, outsourcing, healthcare, digital and creative, and social enterprise sector. The interviewees included managing directors, an operations manager, chief executives and HR directors. The material below attempts to capture the general tenor of the responses, providing verbatim quotes where relevant, and is not representative of Greater Manchester employers in general. All interviews were given on the basis of anonymity.

Conceptual Approach and Language Issues

4.2 An initial point worth noting concerns language. Not all of the respondents had heard of ‘product market strategy’ or ‘high performance work’ (though they recognised the practices and thinking that lay behind them once the terms were explained). In general they preferred to talk of ‘business models’, but did not see these models as being entirely freely chosen - a nuance on the rational choice aspects of the conventional thinking about PMS. The respondents felt their approach to business reflected the markets and wider business climate that the firm operated in, but above all else it reflected the nature of the particular product or service. The room for strategic manoeuvre around skills was felt to be relatively constrained.

4.3 In addition, the interviewees were sceptical that HR management practices themselves could have significant effects on a business (perhaps surprisingly, this doubt also emanated from the HR specialists). This is not to say that they were dismissive of HR and skills; their attitude simply reflected that, to them, skills were a second or third order consideration. As one respondent put it:

“Ultimately, the real bottom line here is profitability and that determines everything else, including how we go about recruiting and developing the skilled labour that we need.”

4.4 So while skills were a business performance issue to some degree, the relevance of skills depended on, and derived from, other strategic considerations (such as market positioning and technology).
4.5 Regarding productivity the answers revealed the central preoccupation with reducing waste, increasing efficiency, the critical importance of technology and ensuring the flow of skills into a business. Skills utilization and HR management were seen as only interacting with these other drivers. One particular interviewee, a chief executive, also emphasized that HR management practices needed to be as well aligned as possible with wider business objectives.

4.6 Several employers highlighted ‘lean’ techniques for removing waste, both as an important technique in manufacturing and in services (in the healthcare sector in particular).

4.7 No employer regarded skills per se as a vehicle for altering their productivity strategy. Skills in general tended to be seen as an important, but ultimately a lower order, consideration with answers concentrating on a perceived ‘skills supply crisis’. Growth opportunities existed among these employers, but they perceived the difficulty in finding suitable candidates to meet them.

4.8 A further dominant strand of thinking was around technology. Especially in manufacturing, but also in healthcare and digital, productivity advances were conceived as being dependent on technology, with this technology determining the need for skills and the possibility for up-skilling employees. In general, the employers felt that rapid advances in technology militated in favour of a growing need for high-level skills.

4.9 A minority of the employers acknowledged that the availability of ‘cheap and flexible’ labour was a possible influence on strategic choices. One employer who felt strongly about this said that the current availability of people willing to work at low rates of pay offered something of a ‘distraction’ from driving up productivity, but he went on to note that this situation was typically resolved (in his business at least) through the introduction of technology.

4.10 Others urged the point that it is important to see business not in a local, but in a global context. Other nations were always likely to be cheaper and more flexible and were dramatically altering their productivity relative to the UK.

4.11 Several employers felt competitiveness ultimately could not depend on ‘cheap labour’ strategies.

4.12 Finally, a vocal minority of the businesspeople thought skill should be seen as part of a wider package of people management practices. Getting value from these practices depended on how well aligned incentive arrangements were with the economic goals of the organisation. Provided they were well-aligned with business purpose, the overall package of people management practices could make a significant difference to the quality of work and the quality of the service on offer.

4.13 The comments below reflect some of these responses:

“In our business we need to be stripping 5% of costs every single year in order to remain competitive against international competitors, but also against ourselves.
around the world. That is about a laser-like focus on waste and ensuring it is completely accepted by all members of staff as part of our DNA. In our business, lean is a critical element in achieving productivity goals."

"Labour is decreasing with automation. Productivity changes fundamentally because of the technology."

"Cheap and flexible labour can mean that business takes its eye off the productivity ball. Cheap labour is often up-skilled by the technology, though."

"I think it [well-developed and aligned HR practices] means people are genuinely more interested in the economic outcome of their work. For example, every single colleague here has a reasonable bonus opportunity. And their cash bonuses align to short and medium term profit and return on investment goals. And those two things together, the equity ownership and the bonus really provide everyone with a real alignment to what we’re trying to do economically. And I think it really does have an impact, not just at a personal level but at a team level. It drives common purpose to performance but also if you get the metrics right, they really do drive the right behaviour."

Moral Duties and Practical Considerations in Skills Formation

4.14 An important point regarding skills was that several businesses conceived skills not just in practical terms, but also in moral ones. Asked directly whether the skills crisis of the UK was a reflection of supply or demand side factors, the majority of employers plumped for the 'both of the above' option. While they certainly saw skills issues as being important, answers typically did not dwell solely on practical or financial considerations, but went into the moral aspects:

"Business also has moral responsibilities and it is right to be expecting them to up-skill the next generation out of moral duty. I’m not saying there is any one way that is right to go about doing it, but business does have a duty to invest in and develop people."

"In our firm we do it through apprenticeships, in a firm of 65, ten of our people are apprentices. It really works; after two years they are very productive. But it is extremely difficult to get hold of the right candidates... English is a particular problem. We find that an awful lot of them cannot be trusted to respond to emails because their English is too bad. Many of the issues we are trying to sort out have their roots long, long before they get anywhere near the workplace – in the schools and in early years education. But business cannot just sit back and let it happen; they need to be rolling their sleeves up and getting involved as governors, as mentors."

Attitudes as Well as Skills Being Critical

4.15 The often observed point that service businesses do not always recruit on skill, but focus on underlying attitude emerged strongly from the interviews. In general ‘hard
skills' tended to be emphasised in technology-dependent sectors such as manufacturing, digital and to a lesser extent healthcare; attitude was seen as more important within the service sectors where work tended to revolve around human interactions and relationships.

4.16 But almost all interviewees highlighted psychological factors - aspiration, ambition, and attitude - as being inseparable from the hard skill aspects of training, with many ranking them as more important than hard skills. Yet attitude, unlike skill, is not necessarily a quality that can be learned.

“It really is about attitude and work-readiness. If that is wrong and people don’t have the basic aspiration to want to do well, it is not just going to work in terms of up-skilling them.”

**Developing Skills in Relation to Business Need**

4.17 Without exception, interviewees felt that skill should be seen as depending on business need rather than existing as an isolated value in its own right. However, this viewpoint is admittedly difficult to square with the strong sense of moral duty regarding skills development that at least some employers avowed.

4.18 Some restrained criticism of learning providers was also evident. Skills training was too often perceived to be done in the absence of close contact with businesses.

“There is clearly a skills supply problem... there is a supply issue. Business needs are paramount and they do not always seem to be right at the top of the agenda in the way that they should be.”

4.19 The interviewee who made this remark was also asked how, then, to balance the development of skills that are useful for individual businesses and transferable skills. She replied: “That’s the key balance of skills – to get the skills businesses can actually use, but also to make sure that people have skills – like a form of insurance – to move into work again outside of that individual business if things don’t work out...I won’t pretend I have all the answers.”
5 Conclusion

5.1 The evidence reviewed in this report points to something of an alternative narrative on skills. Rather than policymakers seeking to increase the qualification levels of the workforce to drive productivity, an effective strategy may also be to target the PMS and competitive strategy of employers. Firms seeking to compete in higher value markets are likely to demand higher skills and to seek to tap the discretionary effort of the labour force through practices that engage employees. Differentiated products and services are likely to demand the equivalent of jumping an NVQ level, for example.

5.2 As Ashton and Sung argue, this approach to skills development points to a number of different possible interventions:

- Working with employer associations to develop the evidence base and communicate it (for example, the benefits of high performance work organisation);
- Developing the skills of senior managers so they can see the advantage of competing with a higher skilled workforce;
- Easing the financial constraints that inhibit risk-taking and investment.

5.3 But, as research has shown, too often skills strategies are ‘path dependent’: they reflect past choices and there can be significant hurdles to progress. Thus policymakers should consider other possibilities including sectoral approaches such as efficiency regulation and the kinds of star-rating systems that operate in the tourism sector.

5.4 But whether these approaches are sufficient to change the game around skills is questionable. To quote one commentary, a realistic assessment of the UK’s low-wage, low-skill problem, “would suggest that to make any serious advances would require policy interventions designed to foreclose cost-based routes to competitive success, exert pressure on firms to move up-market, tackle short-termism and strengthen the position of organised labour both within the workplace and national policy setting”.33

5.5 Despite some reservations, research points to compelling statistical evidence for organisations to adopt HPW practices. Yet evidence of the low take-up of these practices places a question mark over the willingness of organisations – faced, after all, with multiple additional pressures – to proceed very far or very fast down this route. On its own, this evidence is unlikely to be sufficiently strong or compelling enough to propel organisational change. This will be particularly true for organisations that have no apparent difficulty in hiring people into low-paid jobs requiring little formal qualification and where hard, job-related skills can be acquired quickly and cheaply, thereby reducing the cost of high-labour turnover.

33 Lloyd, C and Payne, J Goodbye to all that? A critical re-evaluation of the role of high performance work organisation within the UK skills debate. Work, Employment and Society, vol. 20, 2006, p13
5.6 For low-paying organisations as a whole, the imperative for change is likely to depend on the specific market organisations choose to operate in. It will obviously be stronger in markets where consumers are attracted by quality rather than price. The decision to act on the imperative also depends on the abilities and strategic vision of the firm’s senior leadership and operational managers.

5.7 The evidence points towards Greater Manchester firms tending towards PMS strategies of lower cost and lower specialism. On the indicators of PMS reviewed here, Greater Manchester firms generally rank beneath national norms when it comes to the adoption of high specification PMS approaches. In turn, this is likely to mean their demand for higher level skills and competences within their workforce will be relatively modest. For many, it is quite possible to compete on the basis of low cost, low skills and low paying strategies. These findings may be influenced by how much Greater Manchester firms sell into national and international markets. Where firms serve local or regional markets, their skills needs are likely to be lower. ‘Internationalisation’ is likely to imply an ‘up-valuing’ of the business model and in turn an imperative to acquire and use higher level skills.

5.8 These findings about PMS may be somewhat difficult to reconcile with the employer interviews. These interviews tended to emphasise the view that productivity would be enhanced by a higher skilled labour force and that significant issues with skills supply were holding them back.

5.9 The language of PMS and high performance work clearly has some way to go before it makes inroads into the consensus of business opinion. Businesspeople interviewed for this report tend to be of the view that improvements in skills supply would best enable productivity advances, and that these typically come from new technology being introduced into workplaces. In their view, upgrading the technology normally implies an upgrading of the skill levels of the workforce.